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Speak to a specialist
Register and we will customize a solution that meets your exact needs. When you speak to one of our experts, you may be qualified to sample our industry-leading products on a no-cost basis.

You can unsubscribe from these updates at any time. We manage your personal data in accordance with our privacy policy.
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Full supply chain biofuels market coverage with industry benchmark pricing and leading news and analysis
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Overview
The Argus Biofuels service is a daily report that provides key international insights into the biodiesel, renewable diesel (HVO), ethanol, sustainable aviation fuel (SAF), biogas, feedstock and renewable fuel ticket markets. Daily news coverage and analysis is written by industry experts on subjects including present and future supply and demand and key legislative developments.








Key features

[image: icon]International coverage
In addition to the extensive coverage of the European and Asia-Pacific biofuels markets, this daily report provides key insights and analysis into north and south American trade and is supported by a wide-ranging series of global datasets available for download


[image: icon]Daily market reports
Daily price assessments and analysis, including industry leading biodiesel benchmarks UCOME, FAME 0, RME, and a full suite of HVO and SAF assessments for Europe and Asia-Pacific


[image: icon]Market-moving news
The latest news and market commentary will ensure you stay on top of price movements and events shaping global biofuels industry trade


[image: icon]Robust methodology
We continually evolve our pricing methodologies to reflect developments in the trade of biofuels and the emergence of next generation products, rather than imposing a one-size-fits-all approach


[image: icon]Industry data
Extensive records of physical deals for biodiesel, HVO, SAF, ethanol and feedstocks as well as pricing history for prompt and forward markets. Access to industry leading data as well including; global biodiesel, HVO and SAF plant capacities and margins, international customs data, legislative overviews, and shipping lists






Customers that benefit
The Argus Biofuels service is essential reading for anyone with exposure to the global biofuels markets. Below are examples of how some clients use this service:


	
    Fuel distributors and suppliers

    Utilise our ample coverage of the biofuels market to identify trading opportunities based on spot market prices and transport costs.

    

    
	
    Midstream companies

    Benefit from our data about volumes traded by producer region, enabling transport and logistics companies to anticipate shifts in local demand and adjust their operations.

    

    
	
    Brokers and traders

    Utilise our pricing in the processing and procurement of fuel and blending. Traders involved in the buying and selling of ethanol use our price assessments when negotiating trades and contracts. Our assessments provide domestic and international businesses with pricing and supply intelligence.



	
    Banks

    Benefit from our ethanol pricing and analysis as they provide financing to businesses supporting the advancement of the industry.

    

    
	
    Financial institutions and risk managers

    Can use our data to seize investment opportunities in the biofuels sector and conduct due diligence research based on our historical database.

    

    
	
    Mills

    Can benefit from our prices by keeping track of current price trends throughout the market. The accuracy of our indexes constitutes a decisive resource to help determine at what price they should sell to retailers.







Product specifications
Argus Biofuels is the must-have source of prices, news, and analysis for all key international biofuels markets.


Biodiesel physical and paper markets
	Rapeseed OME, FAME 0°C CFPP, Advanced FAME 0°C CFPP, FAME -10°C CFPP, Palm OME, Soybean OME, UCOME, Tallow OME, POME OME and BGME 



Marine biodiesel
	Delivered ARA, Gibraltar-Algeciras and Singapore



HVO/Renewable diesel
	HVO fob ARA and fob Singapore (Class I, II, III, and IV), fob China (Class II and IV)



Sustainable aviation fuel (SAF)
	SAF fob ARA, SAF fob ARA less HBE-IXBs, SAF cif NWE, and SAF fob Singapore



Bionaphtha
	Bionaphtha fob ARA and cfr northeast Asia



Biopropane
	Biopropane fca ARA



Ethanol
	Ethanol — single and double counting — and biomethanol



Feedstocks
	Rapeseed oil, sunflower oil, used cooking oil, tallow categories 1&2 and 3, palm oil mill effluent oil, brown grease, Asian palm oil and Argentinian soybean oil



Biomethane
	Renewable gas guarantees of origin and Germany VTP (THE)



Renewable fuel tickets
	German biofuel quota, Dutch HBEs and UK RTFCs







Key price assessments


Argus prices are recognised by the market as trusted and reliable indicators of the real market value. Explore some of our most widely used and relevant price assessments.



Argus RME biodiesel
The Argus RME (rapeseed oil methyl ester) price assessment is a key biofuel benchmark for Europe. The price assessment is used to price swaps and physical deals and in clearing and settlement through exchanges.

Read moreArgus RED Advanced Fame 0°C CFPP fob ARA
The industry's first daily price assessment for an advanced biodiesel.

Read moreArgus FAME Ø biodiesel
The most referenced benchmark price for biodiesel in Europe.

Read moreArgus UCOME biodiesel
The Argus UCOME (used cooking oil methyl ester) price assessment is a key benchmark for European waste biodiesel markets. The primary basis for the UCOME price assessment is fob ARA range — including Antwerp, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Dordrecht, Flushing and Ghent. Argus also produces a UCOME price assessment for the southeast China region.

Read more

Argus SAF fob Singapore
Using real market transactions to accurately reflect supply and demand dynamics of this low carbon fuel.

Read moreArgus European SAF
Using real market transactions to accurately reflect the supply and demand dynamics of this low carbon fuel.

Read moreArgus bionaphtha fob ARA
The key price reference for naphtha produced from renewable feedstocks for northwest Europe.

Read moreArgus RED marine biodiesel indexes
Argus B24 (UCOME) dob West Med, Argus B30, B100 (Advanced Fame 0) dob ARA, Argus B30 (UCOME) fob ARA.

Read more

Argus marine biodiesel B24 dob Singapore
The first independent assessment of marine biodiesel in the world’s busiest port.

Read moreArgus Chicago bleached fancy tallow
Key reference benchmark for rendered animal fat delivered by rail through Chicago as a Rule 11 arrangement.

Read moreArgus HVO price assessments
Argus HVO (hydrotreated vegetable oil) assessments are key prices for the European and Asian market, providing fair and reflective daily values for this growing and increasingly important renewable fuel market.

Read moreArgus RIN and RVO
Renewable Identification Numbers (RINs) are a tradeable commodity, allowing the holder to demonstrate compliance with the US Renewable Fuel Standard.

Read more

Argus New York Harbor B99 biodiesel
Industry leading price for the most actively traded biodiesel market in the US.

Read moreArgus renewable diesel
A full suite of comprehensive and reliable prices covering spot markets and margins in North America.

Read moreArgus US West Coast SAF
Using real market transactions to accurately reflect the supply and demand dynamics of this low carbon fuel.

Read moreArgus bionaphtha cfr NE Asia
The key price reference for naphtha produced from renewable feedstocks for northeast Asia.

Read more
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View all key price assessments


Related documents



Argus Biofuels Analytics
Brochure
Fuelling your business with critical insights and long-term analysis on the global biofuels market to make profitable data-driven decisions.

Download nowArgus Biofuels
Sample report
Providing a clear understanding of the international biofuels markets, along with comprehensive coverage of renewable feedstocks and ticket markets with key prices, news and analysis.

Download nowMethodology
Specifications guide
Get the most up-to-date guide to the methodology used to ensure the prices published in the Argus Biofuels service are independent and representative of spot market values.

Download now
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[image: Contact us]Speak to our experts today:
Register below and we will customize a solution that meets your exact needs. When you speak to one of our experts, you may be qualified to sample our industry-leading products on a no-cost basis.



You can unsubscribe from these updates at any time. We manage your personal data in accordance with our privacy policy.
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By accessing this site you agree that you will not copy or reproduce any part of its contents (including, but not limited to, single prices, graphs or news content) in any form or for any purpose whatsoever without the prior written consent of the publisher.
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